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Abstract—This paper investigates a class of dual loop
networked control system with different sampling rate. Smith
predictor is used to eliminate the influence of time delay. However,
uncertain time-varying delay and different sampling rate in the
actual production process make the system with conventional
Smith predictor cannot achieve the desired control effect. A
modified Smith predictor with regulator is proposed for this kind
of networked control system, which can be used to overcome the
problems caused by random network delay and various sampling
rate. The simulation results based on MATLAB /Simulink show
that the proposed model and method are efficient and feasible.
Keywords—different sampling rate; dual loop; networked
control system; Smith predictor; time-varying delay

I.

INTRODUCTION

With the rapid development of sensing, signal processing
and communication technology, the research on networked
control systems (NCSs) has attracted great attention. The
application of NCSs is able to enhance the flexibility of control
system, reduce human resource investment, and has convenient
operation and maintenance. However, the existence of network
delay will cause the performance of NCSs to decline, or even
cause instability of the system[1]. If network delay is timevarying and random, then it will lead to system performance
degradation, and the probability of instability increase[2].
In order to improve the control quality of large delay systems,
Smith[3] proposed a model-based predictor compensation control
method in 1957, which is also widely used in NCSs. Zhang [4]
proposed a design scheme of Smith predictor (SP) combined
with neuron controller for single loop NCS. Ma[5] surveyed the
Smith predictive time delay compensation method by
introducing fuzzy adaptive PID control for the randomness of
NCS time delay. Wang [6] deal with the design problem of
combining SP with linear active disturbance rejection control for
large time delay systems, and the stability conditions and
parameter perturbation of the system are analyzed. So far most
studies of NCSs focus on that of single loop or single sampling
rate. However, the multi loop NCSs often have different
sampling rate in the actual production process, such as dual loop
control of robot speed and position, dual loop control of servo
motor’s displacement and armature current, dual loop control of
single-axis speed and posture of aircraft[7]. With different the
sampling rate of inner and outer loops, the performance of the
system will also be affected, so it is necessary to compensate
these negative effects by means of optimization.

Dual loop NCS with different sampling rate reflects the
problem that the control system in production has a dual loop
structure and the variable rate of controlled quantity is different
[8]
. In this paper, modified Smith predictor (MSP) is designed for
a class of dual loop NCSs with different sampling rate, which
can effectively overcome the effect of random network delay
and has better control effect when the sampling rate of inner and
outer loops are changed.
SYSTEM STRUCTURE

II.

The structure of dual loop NCSs investigated in this paper is
shown in Figure I. R(s) and C(s) are input and output of the
system, Gc1(s) and Gc2(s) are the controller of outer and inner
loop respectively, Gp1(s) is the main controlled object, Gp2(s) is
the deputy controlled object, T1 is the outer loop sampling period,
T2 is the inner loop sampling period. Network delay of the
system is mainly composed of two parts: The transfer functions
of the delay from the master controller Gc1(s) to the secondary
loop and from the master controlled object Gp1(s) to the master
controller Gc1(s) are e  t s and e  t s respectively.
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FIGURE I. STRUCTURE OF DUAL LOOP NCS WITH DIFFERENT
SAMPLING RATE

The pulse transfer function of the system shown in Figure I
can be written as
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It can be seen from Eq. (1) that there are delays in the
denominator, which make the system is difficult to achieve the
desired control effect. Therefore, the prediction model should be
introduced to optimize system control.
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III.

DUAL LOOP NCS WITH DIFFERENT SAMPLING RATE
BASED ON SP

In this paper, the Smith prediction method is applied to dual
loop NCS with different sampling rate. Now suppose the
prediction model of the controlled object Gp1(s) and Gp2(s) are
Gm1(s) and Gm2(s), the prediction model of network delay e  t s
and e  t s are et s and e t s respectively. According to dual
loop control network structure shown in Figure I, the SP are
added to the system, as shown in Figure II.
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FIGURE II. STRUCTURE OF DUAL LOOP NCS WITH DIFFERENT
SAMPLING RATE BASED ON SP

The transfer function of G0(s) can be written as
Gm1  s  Gm 2  s  Gc 2  s 

G0  s  

1  Gm 2  s  Gc 2  s 

The pulse transfer function of the system shown in Figure II
is as follow
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Eq. (3) shows that the time delay of the closed-loop transfer
function’s denominator of the system is offset, and the structure
of dual loop NCS can be equivalent to Figure III.
Figure III demonstrate that the effect of network delay on the
stability of the system is reduced by dual loop NCS based on SP.
The delay in the feedback loop of the system is offset, and
network delay is removed from the system transfer function’s
denominator and becomes a pure time-delay link. While the pure
time-delay link only causes the system response delay, it does
not undermine the stability of the system.
IV.

DUAL LOOP NCS WITH DIFFERENT SAMPLING RATE
BASED ON MSP

In NCSs, there may be many different kinds of delays, which
are not fixed, but random, time-varying and so on. It is difficult
to predict accurately. In view of the above problems, this paper
presents a design scheme of dual loop networks with different
sampling rate compensated by MSP. The MSP adds a transfer
function with an auxiliary regulator to the feedback channel,
which requires lower model accuracy. Dual loop NCS based on
MSP is shown in Figure IV.

Gc1 ( z )Gc 2 Gp 2G p1 ( z )

1  GA  GB  GC

GA  Gc1Gc 2Gm1Gm 2 ( z )  Gc 2 Gp 2 ( z )


FIGURE III. STRUCTURE OF EQUIVALENT DUAL LOOP NCS BASED
ON ACCURATE SP MODEL
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When the prediction model of the controlled object Gm1(s)
and Gm2(s) and that of the inner loop network delay et s and
e t s achieve ideal condition: Gm1(s)=Gp1(s), Gm2(s)=Gp2(s),
tcam=tca, tscm=tsc. That is, when the prediction model and the real
model are equal, the denominator with the delay link is offset,
then the pulse transfer function of system can be written as
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FIGURE IV. STRUCTURE OF EQUIVALENT DUAL LOOP NCS BASED
ON MSP MODEL

The transfer function of G0(s) and Gf(s) can be written as
G0  s  
Gf (s) 

Gm1  s  Gm 2  s  Gc 2  s 
1  Gm 2  s  Gc 2  s 

Gc 2 ( s)G0 ( s)
1  Gc 2 ( s)G0 (s)

The pulse transfer function of the system shown in Figure IV
is as follow
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When the prediction model of the controlled object Gm1(s)
and Gm2(s) and that of the inner loop network delay et s and
e t s achieve ideal condition: Gm1(s)=Gp1(s), Gm2(s)=Gp2(s),
tcam=tca, tca=tsc. When the prediction model and the real model
are equal, the denominator with the delay link is offset, then the
pulse transfer function of system can be written as Eq. (3).
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FIGURE VI. COMPARISON OF NO SP AND SP (NETWORK DELAY IS
10S)

scm

V.

SYSTEM SIMULATION

The software MATLAB/Simulink is used as simulation tool.
In order to verify the effect of network delay on the system, the
system response analysis is carried out under different network
delay in the NCS structure shown in Figure I. Network delay is
assumed to be tca=tsc, which are 0s, 3s and 10s respectively.
Considering NCS shown in Figure I, and assuming the transfer
function of the controlled object Gp1(s) and Gp2(s) are
1/(10s+1)(s+1)2 and 1/(30s+1) respectively, T1 is the sampling
period of the outer loop and T2 is the sampling period of the inner
loop. Let T1=2s and T2=1s.Then, Two parameters of control
parameters are tuned respectively. The outer loop controller
Gc1(s) adopts PI control and the proportion coefficient is Kp=1.38,
the integral coefficient is Ti=0.045, the inner loop controller
Gc2(s) adopts P control, and proportion coefficient is
Kp=0.05.The system input R is the unit step signal.
As shown from the Figure V that PID controller has better
control effect without network delay. With the increase of
network delay, dual loop NCS is significantly deteriorated.
In order to overcome the effect of network delay on the
system, the conventional SP shown in Figure II is introduced to
compensate the delay. Network delay tca and tsc are all set to 10s,
and the curves are shown in Figure VI. The unit step response
curves of Y1 and Y0 of dual loop NCS based on SP and no SP
are shown respectively.

In actual NCSs, network delay is random and difficult to
accurately predict. Next, the unit step response curves of two
cases with fixed delay and random delay are analyzed. The fixed
delay is set to 10s, and the Smith prediction delay model is set to
10s at this time. Network delay is set as the fluctuation range
from 1s to 19s, and the Smith prediction delay model is set to
10s. The unit step response curve can be obtained as shown in
Figure VII. Y11 is the unit step response with fixed delay and
Y12 is the unit step response with random delay.
As shown from the Figure VII, the control effect of dual loop
NCS with different sampling rate based on SP is weakened when
network delay is difficult to accurately predict. Therefore, MSP
with regulator is introduced for the case that network delay
difficult to accurately predict as shown from the Figure IV.
Network delay is set as the fluctuation range from 1s to 19s, and
the Smith prediction delay model is set to 10s. The unit step
response curve is shown in Figure VIII. Y1 is the unit step
response of dual loop NCS with different sampling rate of the
SP and Y2 is the unit step response of dual loop NCS with
different sampling rate of the MSP.
As shown from the Figure VIII that the effect of unit step
response on Y2 is obviously less than Y1. In the case of random
network delay and inaccurate network delay prediction, dual
loop NCS based on MSP is not affected by the large range of
delay variation, while the dynamic performance of dual loop
NCS based on SP is significantly worse. It shows that the MSP
achieves better compensation effect and better control effect
than SP when network delay is difficult to accurately predict.

As shown in Figure VI, the dynamic performance of Y1 is
obviously better than that of Y0, which shows that SP can
effectively compensate network delay and achieve better control
effect when network delay can be accurately predicted.

FIGURE VII. COMPARISON OF FIXED TIME DELAY AND RANDOM
TIME DELAY

FIGURE V. NO SP (NETWORK DELAY IS 0S, 3S, 10S)
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FIGURE XII. COMPARISON OF MSP AND SP (T1=30S, T2=1S)

FIGURE VIII. COMPARISON OF MSP AND SP (RANDOM TIME
DELAY)

According to the actual situation, the sampling ratio of inner
and outer is often varied. Therefore, by changing the sampling
ratio of inner and outer loops, the control effect of SP and MSP
on dual loop NCS with different sampling rate is further
compared. Network delay of SP model is 3s. The inner loop
sampling time T2=1s, the outer loop sampling time T1 are 2s, 10s,
20s, 30s respectively. Network delay is set as the fluctuation
range from 1s to 5s. The unit step response of both is shown in
Figure IX, X, XI and XII.

Comparing with Figure IX, X, XI and XII, it can be
concluded that Y2 is still stable and unchanged with the increase
of sampling rate of inner and outer loops, while Y1 becomes
unstable gradually. Moreover, the rising time and adjusting time
of Y2 are shorter and the overshoot is smaller under the same
sampling rate of inner and outer loops, which indicates that the
MSP is more stable. And the control effect of the system is better.
When the sampling rate ratio of the inner and outer loop of dual
loop NCS system reaches 30:1, dual loop NCS with different
sampling rate based on SP is difficult to achieve balance. Dual
loop NCS based on MSP is not affected by the change of the
sampling rate between the inner and outer loops, but the dynamic
performance of dual loop NCS based on SP is obviously worse.
It is shown that dual loop NCS based on MSP can be applied to
more systems with different sampling rate of inner and outer
loops and has a wider application range than dual loop NCS
based on SP.
VI.

FIGURE IX. COMPARISON OF MSP AND SP (T1=2S, T2=1S)

CONCLUSION

In this paper, MSP is proposed for a class of dual loop NCSs
with different sampling rate. The simulation results show that
this method can overcome the effect of the random network
delay when network delay is difficult to accurately predict, and
has better control effect at different sampling rate of inner and
outer loops than that of control system with conventional SP.
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